
Speed Map – International Stakes Day (23/08/2023)
(Information as at 22 Aug, 12noon )

Disclaimer:
The above content and information are the personal views and/or opinions of each individual writer and do not represent the views of The Hong Kong Jockey Club and/or its subsidiaries (together, the "HKJC"). The content and information are provided by the writers solely for entertainment purpose only, and should not 
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York Racecourse | 23/08/2023 | 8:50pm (GB Time: 1:50pm)

S1-1 | 3yo+ Handicap  | Turf | 1081M (Straight)

Likely Positions After Settling

LOOKING FOR LYNDA goes fast from the front and should lead the far side group with INTRINSIC BOND and COPPER KNIGHT contesting to make a strong pace. On the stand’s side expect to see 

MANILA SCOUSE, MICHAELA’S BOY and EQUILATERAL prominent. It is likely ONE NIGHT STAND will go far side from stall 8 and be towards the front there. KORKER is one of the better fancied 

horses that will come from behind if the pace collapses.

Pace : FAST

7. MONDAMMEJ 12. ONE NIGHT STAND 3. INTRINSIC BOND

19. COPPER KNIGHT

8. ALLIGATOR 
ALLEY

16. LOOKING FOR LYNDA

5. MICHAELA'S BOY9. BERGERAC

14. MANILA SCOUSE

6. VINTAGE CLARETS

13. NOMADIC EMPIRE

20. KUWAIT CITY 10. JM JUNGLE

15. VENTURA EXPRESS 11. ANCIENT TIMES

17. SHALAA ASKER

1. EQUILATERAL4. MAKANAH

18. DIG TWO

2. KORKER

Likely Positions After Settling

S1-2 | Acomb Stakes  | Turf | 1400M

York Racecourse | 23/08/2023 | 9:25pm (GB Time: 2:25pm)

HOT FUSS made all to score last time and looks likely to benefit from an uncontested lead here. EDWARDIAN has been green both starts and made late ground, he 

should know more now, but could still be one that stays on. BALLYMOUNT BOY came from the back to pick up the pieces on testing ground last time, he may find 

himself well off the pace on this sound service.

Pace : AVERAGE
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Likely Positions After Settling

York Racecourse | 23/08/2023 | 10:00pm (GB Time: 3:00pm)

S1-3 | Great Voltigeur Stakes | Turf | 2400M

GREGORY was ridden positively to make all successfully last time, down in distance, repeat tactics look likely. ARTISTIC STAR may dispute second with CASTLE 

WAY, the other two bringing up the rear in a strongly run race for a small field.

Pace : AVERAGE

Likely Positions After Settling

York Racecourse | 23/08/2023 | 10:35pm (GB Time: 3:35pm)

S1-4 | International Stakes | Turf | 2080M

PADDINGTON seemed perfectly happy setting his own pace in the Sussex Stakes and was prominent over this distance when winning the Eclipse Stakes so he will 

very likely make the running and seems pretty unlikely to be passed. MOSTAHDAF and NASHWA will try to overhaul him down the straight. THE FOXES, Dante 

winner here in May, will find this decidedly tougher to land a blow.

Pace : AVERAGE
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Likely Positions After Settling

York Racecourse | 23/08/2023 | 11:10pm (GB Time: 4:10pm)

S1-5 | 3yo+ Handicap | Turf | 3280M

SOLENT GATEWAY is a confirmed front-runner and should take them along with LA PULGA. FORZE ORTA also likes to be prominent and should be up with a solid 

pace as will MOSTLY SUNNY. ROBERT JOHNSON and AZTEC EMPIRE will race in midfield and challenge down the straight. Last of all to be played could be 

TRONADOR and ZANNDABAD.

Pace : FAST

Likely Positions After Settling

York Racecourse | 23/08/2023 | 11:45pm (GB Time: 4:45pm)

S1-6 | 3yo+ Fillies & Mares 0-105 Handicap| Turf | 1000M (Straight)

This will be run very fast, low drawn THUNDER STAR and VADAMIAH setting the fractions on the far side with LADY HAMANA taking them along near the stands 

with DESIGNER prominent. PINAFORE, drawn 1, should be close to the pace. Jamie Spencer likes to hold-up horses and will try to play CORALILLO very late.

Pace : FAST
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Likely Positions After Settling

York Racecourse | 24/08/2023 | 12:20am (GB Time: 5:20pm)

S1-7 | 2yo Handicap  | Turf | 1200M (Straight)

ZOULU CHIEF should contest the lead on the far side with SPECIFIC TIMES and INNVINCIBLE FRIEND. The stands’ side doesn’t have many pace horses, VALOUR AND SWAGGER looking most likely to 

lead that group. BLUE PRINCE is a hold-up horse and will challenge late.

Pace : FAST

2. ZABRISKIE POINT 16. RED ZONE HERO 10. ZOULU CHIEF

8. BLUE PRINCE 12. MAYO NEIGHS

7. GANESHA 19. SPECIFIC TIMES

5. DAPPER VALLEY 3. STARLUST

9. ROOM SERVICE 17. KEY TO COTAI

1. BOBSLEIGH 13. INNVINCIBLE FRIEND

18. HOT FRONT

20. TICKTYBOO 4. BARNWELL BOY

6. JUNGLE MATE 11. VALOUR AND SWAGGER

15. ZIGGY'S QUEEN


